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1 General 
 
Butterfly Admiral-2 is a remote controller whose operation is based on the transmission of infrared 

(IR) remote control signals. Together with ability switches and different devices connected to it, 

Admiral-2 forms a complete environmental control system. Electrically controllable operations of 

home and other environment can be controlled with the system, for example, from a wheelchair or 

bed. Such operations include, e.g. 

opening doors and windows, use of telephone, controlling lights and entertainment electronics 

(TV, video), etc. 

 

Unlike traditional remote controllers, Admiral-2 is not equipped with a keyboard, but it is designed 

to be operated with different ability switches. Ability switches can be selected from a range of 

switches: they can be controlled, for example, with a hand, head, chin or even with a movement of 

an eyelid. The type of the ability switch as well as the number of switches is always selected 

according to the special needs of the user. 

 

To ease and clarify the use, Admiral-2 has a bright display that presents all the different functions 

and commands as distinct symbols. The symbols can be letters, numbers or other graphic symbols. 

In addition, assistive speech outputs can be added to ease the selection of the functions. This 

enables the use of environmental control system even without eye contact. 

 

Admiral-2‟s basic operation principle is: 

1) A symbol representing the desired function is selected on the display with the ability switch. 

2) The selection is accepted with a second push of the ability switch. When the selection is 

accepted, the function is transmitted, in other words, the remote control signal associated with 

the function and other possible functions are transmitted. 

 

2. Capacity and basic functionality 
 
• Maximum number of different functions is 250. 

• Functions can be divided into 1 to 10 function groups that clarify the use. In any group there can 

be 1 to 32 functions 

• 1–3 infrared (IR) remote control signals can be added to each function. 

• Number of remote control signals that are teaching from another remote controller can be up to 

190. 

• Clear graphic symbol can be selected to each function. 

• Speech output can be programmed to each function. The speech output can consist of 1 to 3 

consecutive pre-recorded phrases (= word or short sentence). There are about 200 inbuilt phrases in 

Admiral-2‟s voice memory in few different lanquages. 

• Admiral-2 has 7 external output controls that can be connected to desired functions. For example, 

some wheelchair or bed functions can be controlled with output controls. One of those outputs is a 

relay and all others are open collector outputs. 

• Admiral-2 recognizes 15 different adaptivity codes that can be used to ease and speed up the 

environmental control. There is a separate chapter about this functionality. 

 
 
 



2.1. Configuring the functions 
 
The different functions of Admiral-2 can be configured to meet the needs of the user.  

Configuration of Admiral-2 is described in detail in another Programming Manual.  In the 

Attachment 2 there is a programming and parameter short guide. There are two alternatives to make 

it: 

 

• Configuration with a 5-function switch, like SR5W 

• PC-based configuration program PSTOOLS, which needs a separate USB-adapter and a 

2,5 mm Jack cable. 

 

2.2. Operation modes 
 
The device has four different operation modes: 

 

1) The Standby Mode is a mode, in which the device is „asleep‟, i.e. none of the LEDs is 

on. The device returns into the Standby Mode after the set selection time has elapsed from 

the last activation of any of the buttons. In the Standby Mode the device does consume very 

little power. The device is reactivated from the Standby Mode by pushing any button. 

 

2) In the Control Mode the device controls all those equipment located in the environment 

using infrared (IR) signals or outputs. The Control Mode is indicated by the LEDs 

displaying the page number (two LED rows on left and right side of graphical display) and 

correct symbol is activated. Pushing a button results also a buzzer tone or speaking voice. 

 

3) The programming mode activation is possible only when Admiral-2 is in Control 

Mode, (any of the display LEDs is on). If the device is in Control Mode Admiral-2 goes to 

Sleep Mode always within a certain number of seconds (selection time parameter P3) after a 

button has been pushed, and it wakes up again, when any of the buttons is pushed. The 

Programming Mode is accessed, when all three keys of the SR5W are pushed 

simultaneously (LEFT + OK + RIGHT). If the device is set in the Programming Mode 

the displays Programming-LED switches on (top left LED is GREEN).  

 

4) The Parameter mode can be accessed only when Admiral-2 is in Control Mode, (any of 

the display LEDs is on). To get into the Parameter Mode push the SR5W (UP + OK + 

DOWN), in which case the Parameter-LED of the Admiral-2 switches on (top right LED is 

GREEN).  

 
3. Programming 
 
There are two ways to program Admiral-2. With five function ability switch, like SW-5R or with a 

PC-computer with PSTOOLS-program. Here we describe both ways even we recommend to 

purchase the software package. It offers so many advantages like backup, firmware update, reports, 

etc which are not possible in the other way. 

 



3.1 Programming with switch 
 

Programming mode activation is possible only when Admiral-2 is in Control Mode, (any of the 

display LEDs is on). If the device is in Control Mode Admiral-2 goes to Sleep Mode always 

within a certain number of seconds (selection time parameter P3) after a button has been pushed, 

and it wakes up again, when any of the buttons is pushed. The Programming Mode is accessed, 

when all three keys of the SR5W are pushed simultaneously (LEFT + OK + RIGHT). If the device 

is set in the Programming Mode the displays Programming-LED switches on (top left LED is 

GREEN). 
 
3.1.1  Programming of single commands, C1 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any button. 

  

2) Enter the Programming Mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-LED lights up. 
 

3) Select the Single IR-signal programming mode C1. Note! It is possible to add maximum 

of three IR commands to one symbol. 
 

4) Select the page on which you wish to add a command by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 and 
accept that with OK.  
 

5) Select the symbol to which you wish to add the command by UP and DOWN keys and 
accept that with OK. Note that you have to add needed symbols before you can assign IR-

codes to it. That is done in C9-mode 
 

6) Select the desired format by UP and DOWN keys and accept that with OK, (look 

appendix 2). 
 

7) Select the desired format parameters by UP and DOWN keys and accept that with OK. 
 

8) You can skip the actions by pushing LEFT key over 2 second. 
 

9) Store the entered command by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. If 

necessary, you can send a test command by pushing RIGHT, in this case the device will 

repeat the set command; after this you can either store or cancel the command. After the 

selection the device returns to action 5). 
 

10) By pushing LEFT continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 3). By 

pushing LEFT again for 2 seconds the device will return to the Control Mode, or you can 

select another Configuration function C1 to C9. 

 

3.1.2. Recording single IR-signal, C3 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any button.  
 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-led lights up. 
 

3) Select the single IR-signal recording mode C3. Note! It is possible to add maximum of 

three IR commands to one symbol. 



 

4) Select the page on which you wish to add the IR-command by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 
and accept that with OK.  
 

5) Select the desired carrier frequency and accept that with OK (look appendix 2). 
 

6) Select the symbol to which you wish to add the IR-command by UP and DOWN keys 

and accept that with OK-button. The display will show available capacity in percents. Note 

that you have to add needed symbols before you can assign IR-codes to it. That is done in 

C9-mode 
 

7) Then transmit IR-signal from external IR-remote controller. Then teach the IR-command 

by placing the Admiral-2and the remote IR-transmitter opposite each other, and push the 

button to be copied from the remote IR-transmitter once. To indicate the success the device 

will show the amount of bits of the IR command (e.g. “36”). When you are recording from 

same remote device these values should be close to each other. 
 

8) You can skip the actions by pushing LEFT key over 2 second (appendix 2). 
 

9) Store the entered command by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. If 

necessary, you can send a test command by pushing RIGHT, in this case the device will 

repeat the set command; after this you can either store or cancel the command. After the 

selection the device returns to action 6). 

 

3.1.3. Deleting a single symbol, C4 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any button.  
 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-led lights up. 
 

3) Select the single symbol deleting mode C4.  
 

4) Select the page on which you wish to delete the symbol by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 
and accept that with OK.  
 

5) Select the symbol from which you wish to delete the complete IR-command by UP and 

DOWN keys and accept that with OK.  
 

6) You can skip the actions by pushing LEFT key over 2 second (appendix 2). 
 

7) Accept the action by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. After accepting 

the device returns to action 5). 

 

3.1.4. Deleting the complete page, C5 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any button.  
 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-led lights up. 
 

3) Select the page deleting mode C5.  
 

4) Select the page on which you wish to delete by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 and accept that 

with OK.  



 

5) You can skip the actions by pushing LEFT key over 2 second (appendix 2). 
 

6) Accept the action by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. After accepting 

the device returns to action 4). 

 

3.1.5. Setting speech outputs to a symbol, C6 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any button.  
 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-led lights up. 
 

3) Select the single IR-signal deleting mode C6.  
 

4) Select the page on which you wish to add the speech by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 and 
accept that with OK.  
 

5) Select the speech phrase for the symbol by UP and DOWN keys to get correct number 

(001…250). By pushing number 000, you can remove all speech phrases of the symbol in 

question. You will always hear the relevant phrase. Pushing UP you get the next speech 

phrase and pushing DOWN you get the previous speech phrase. The phrases and their 

numbers are listed in the appendix 2. 
 

6) After you have found the correct speech phrase you can select it by OK. By pushing the 

LEFT the assisting speech phrases selection will be cancelled. After the selection the device 

returns to action 5), where you can continue adding speech phrases. 
 

7) You can skip the actions any time by pushing LEFT key over 2 second (appendix 2). 
 

8) Accept the action by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. After the 

acceptation the device returns to action 5). 
 

 
3.1.6. Adding adaptivity, P8 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button.  

 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-led lights up. 

 

3) Select the Adaptivity adding mode C8.  

 

4) Select the page on which you wish to add the adaptivity by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 
and accept that with OK.  

 

5) Select the symbol from which you wish to add the adaptivity by UP and DOWN keys 

and accept that with OK.  

 

6) An adaptivity code 00...15 can be selected by UP and DOWN keys or recording it from 

another device. Store the selection by OK. Pushing LEFT cancel the selection. After the 

selection the device returns to action 5). 

 



7) You can skip the actions any time by pushing LEFT key over 2 second (appendix 2). 

 

9) Accept the action by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. After the 

acceptation the device returns to action 5). 

 

3.1.7. Adding new symbols on the pages, C9 
 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any button.  

 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing LEFT + OK + RIGHT simultaneously; the 

Programming-led lights up. 

 

3) Select the single IR-signal deleting mode C9.  

 

4) Select the page on which you wish to add the speech by UP and DOWN keys 0–9 and 
accept that with OK.  

 

5) Select the symbol by UP and DOWN keys to get correct symbol. The new symbol will 

be added in top of the earlier symbol. The symbols are listed in the appendix 2. 

 

6) After you have found the symbol you can select it by OK. By pushing the LEFT the 

action will be cancelled. After the selection the device returns to action 5), where you can 

continue adding new symbols. 

 

7) You can skip the actions any time by pushing LEFT key over 2 second (appendix 2). 

 

8) Accept the action by pushing OK or cancel the action by pushing LEFT. After the 

acceptation the device returns to action 5). 

 
3.2  Programming with PSTOOLS-program 
 
PSTOOLS is used for several tasks for Comp Aid IR-controllers. It is running on PC with Microsoft 

XP operating system. Normally it is used together with a special USB-converter which is an 

interface between PC and IR-controllers. Basic functions are: 

1. Programming IR controllers, like Admiral, Apollo, Aurora and PST2 with new 

processor 

2. Upload original PST configurations 

3. Creating subconfigurations (full page configurations) for future use. 

4. Creating reports from the configurations 

5. Making backups for the configurations 

6. Debugging IR-recordings 

7. Updating the Firmware of IR-controllers 

 

PSTOOLS is a program which needs PSTOOLS.INI-file in the same folder where the 

PSTOOLS.EXE is. That INI-file has some basic information, like Password for the software. If 

there is not a valid Password, only some functions are working. If you do not have the full 

functionality, please contact to Comp Aid Oy or your local distributor for receiving the correct 

code. 

 



3.2.1 Software Installation 
 

You need to save both PSTOOLS.EXE- and PSTOOLS.INI-files to the same folder. Then you are 

able to start the program. The first step is to give the correct Password. In the first opening window 

there is on the right side SET OPTIONS-button. Press that button with your mouse and a new 

window will open. Please enter your valid Password and save it with OK-button. Now you will 

have the full functionality. 

 

 
If you do not have the code please write down the LAN-adapter code, which is 12 characters. Send 

that code to Comp Aid Oy or your local distributor for receiving the correct password. After this it 

will work normally. 

 

3.2.2 Creating the communication link 
 

When you start the program you will see in the top 

left corner Configuration-PSST. If that is the right 

IR-controller please step forward. If you want to 

work with another IR-controller, please click the 

Product name with right mouse button. It will open 

the product code list. Click the right product and 

move ahead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Then you select the right serial port where the USB-converter is connected. When you install the 

USB-converter the first time it will also ask the device installation files. You should have those 

together with your converter in an USB-memory stick. If not you can also download those driver 

files from Internet, if you have an Internet access. Start from the following www-page VCP-driver 

http://www.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm. Select the right operating system and go ahead. 

 

Note! PST2 original version needs a real RS232-port. It cannot be accessed via USB-converter. If 

your computer does not have a RS232-port you can use third party USB-RS232-converter. There 

are several of those available in the market. 

 

Different IR-controllers will be connected in several ways: 

1. Admiral (PSST2) will be connected to USB-converter with a separate stereo 2,5mm 

male jack cable. Place the one end in the display unit connector and the other end in the 

USB-converter. 

2. Apollo (PSKT15) and Aurora (PSKT6) will be connected to USB-converter with 

wireless IR-data link. The 2,5mm jack must be disconnected from the converter to 

activate IR-communication. 

3. Both PST2 CPU-versions will be connected via standard RS232-cable. 

 

When you connect the USB-converter to your PC the operating system will give a COM-port 

address automatically. You must go to Control Panel/System/Device Control/Ports =>  USB-port. 

In the next picture you can see the path and a port number is 28. 

 

 
 

 

http://www.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm


That port number is your Serial port number in the program. Normally if you connect the USB-

converter always to the same USB-connector in your PC the number remains the same. If you 

connect that to another connector it will be different. Try the old number, but if it is not working 

you must go and look the right one.  

 

 

If you have made an error during the operations 

and the communication is stopping. Try to change 

the port to next one and the change it back to right 

one, The communication will start to work again 

because the program will open the port again.  

 

IN case that you use normal RS232-cable you will 

know the port number. It is normally COM1 or 

COM2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now you are ready to test the communication. PST2 and Admiral will work without any operations, 

but Apollo and Aurora must be switch to communication mode. It is done by pressing at the same 

time in Apollo A & B- and in Aurora 3 & 4-buttons. The communication mode is indicated with 

Green LED in top left corner. When the communication is running the Red LED is blinking. If you 

now click the Check button on PSTOOLS and it shows the unit software versions etc, the cable and 

connection is working. Then you are able to start working with this. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

It is recommended to test the communication at 

first by pressing CHECK-button. In some case 

with Apollo and Aurora you need to move the 

IR-controller a little to achieve the working 

communication. Normally you should keep the 

unit 10 cm away from the USB-converter. 

Fluorescent bulbs in the room or direct sunlight 

could interfere the communication. In that case 

cover the components with something.  

 

You will see the status on the PC screen. When 

all is OK you can STOP the test. 

 

When you test Check the communication and 

error counter runs very fast you have a wrong 

serial port selected.  

 



Stop-bits can be specified in PSTOOLS.INI-file. This could changed to 1, if the third party 

USB-RS232-converter is not working properly. 
         [Basic Settings] 
         StopBits=2 

 

 

3.2.3 Basic operations 
 

Normally you should at very first upload the existing configuration from the IR-controller. 

Save it to PC. A good advice is to use some logic in the names. Proposal is to have the file 

name is following syntax: PSST_user_name_date.PSF. The first part shows the product, then 

the customer name and then the date. If there are several versions in the same date make it like 

13112009A, B, C, etc.  

 

Now you can easily find from your PC any controller file or user file easily. Also you 

colleagues can find them. Please save those files to your server, so that other people who might 

need them can also find them. The good part is that in any case you can always upload the 

configuration from the device.  Keep the files updated and it will help especially in service 

cases!! 

 

To start to work you get the configuration from the IR-controller or you OPEN that from your 

files. Then it is recommended to fill the Info page. This is very useful for the future needs. All 

the information is also saved to the IR-controller. In this way the unit identification is also 

correct! 
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Now you are ready to start working..That is so easy with your mouse. The good thing is that 

you can open two butterfly tools windows and COPY and PASTE commands between those 

configurations 

 

Normally you should read 

configuration from IR-controller 

to your computer. Then you make 

a new one or modify and you can 

write the new one back to the 

unit. 

 

If you have a new unit use one of 

earlier made configurations and 

start from that. You can make 

your own favorite standard start 

configuration. It saves your time! 

 

 

 

 
The report button saves the configuration RTF-format, so that you can edit that with WORD-

program and print it as you want. 

 

In general there are several options available with right mouse click, so try it, like in Admiral 

configuration you can add/delete commands in the menu. 
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3.2.4 PSTOOLS-functions 
 

If you receive an updated software version, the latest version is fully compatible to the older 

ones, but not necessary other way around. The password and PSTOOLS.INI are compatible to 

older versions. 

 

If you get new version just copy that EXE-file to the same folder where the older one was and 

start using the latest version. The name is simple and the numbers are indicating the release 

date. So it is very simple to find out the versions. This documentation is made for version 

5.11.2009.  

 

Some nice functions that you can activate with you mouse right click! 

 

In your configuration you can now 

save Pages (groups) as such. In this 

way you can make some TV, 

DigiBox, etc as as ready made 

pages. In next time you do not 

need to record them any more, just 

Import them from your files. 
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When you are inside the group in specific command, you can  

 move it up and down in your list 

 copy and paste that command in another group 

 you and add and remove commands 

 

NOTE! You can have two PSTOOLS running at the same time and copy and paste commands 

and groups between those programs. 

 

When you have Teach signal selected you can see that IR code as oscilloscope view. With 

your mouse right click you can also change time view. In this case you can analyse those 

signals. Especially you can easily see if they are Toggle codes. In that case just part in the 

beginning or in the end of the recording is slightly different. 
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In Parameters page you can set up all parameters. Those will be saved together with the main 

configuration when you download the configuration inside the IR-controller. There is also 

language table which is normally in your own language. The words are hardcoded in the unit 

and you can „t change the language in the unit with this tool, only the way they can be seen in 

the configuration  page. 

 

Special function working with old PST2 unit. The unit must be selected as PST2 in top right 

corner. 

 Configuration can be read from  original PST2 CPU with ”Import PST-2 Original”. 

 From new CPU chip ican be read with  ”Read from device” 

  

3.3 Admiral / Apollo Firmware upgrade/change instructions 
 

There can be a new firmware version available in the future or you might find out older version 

in users Admiral unit. If it is working properly do not upgrade that. If there are some new 

features needed, like Toggle function in IR transmission you may have to upgrade the 

firmware. In that case the needed components and tools are: 

  PC with one USB-port  

 USB-connection box with USB-driver installed on the PC  

 USB-cable between PC and USB-connection box 

 Stereo cable with 2,5 mm male plug on both ends 

 Admiral unit with Display and power unit connected 

 5-button ability switch 

 PSTOOLS-program with correct security code installed 

 With Apollo you have the connection directly with IR, not via the 2,5 mm Jack 

cable. It must be disconnected from the USB-connection box! 

When all above issues are OK please start the PSTOOLS-program. It will look like this in the 

start menu. Make sure that it is PSST selected on TOP LEFT corner. If not please CLICK with 

mouse right button the product code and select right product.  

 

Note also that you must have the FIRMWARE UPDATE button active on the PSTOOLS-

program. If it is not you do not have correct security code in the PSTOOLS.INI-file.IN that 

case please take contact to Comp-Aid. 

 

You have to have correct Firmware files available. For Admiral they are S090508A.DAT or 

similar. The numbers are showing the Firmware date. The first letter shows the correct product 

type; S=PSST (Admiral), K=PSKT15 (Apollo) and T=PSKT6 (Aurora). So all those three 

products have basically same functions and all of those can be programmed via PSTOOLS-

program. Also all of those are having similar IR-library. You can copy those learned IR-codes 

between different products. 
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First step is to make a BACK UP from the configuration by clicking the READ FROM 

DEVICE-button on the right side. It will upload the configuration from the unit to the PC. You 

can save it. Firmware change should not affect to configuration, BUT YOU MUST TEST IT 

CAREFULLY.  If it is not working properly use your BACK UP configuration. If you change 

the version to older version you may have problems, because there can be some new functions 

that the old version is not supporting. 

 

If all above issues are OK you can start to Firmware update. At first you have to test that 

communication is working via IR with Aurora and Apollo and via cable with Admiral. Then 

you wake up the unit in BOOT LOADER-state:  

 With Admiral you need to have 5-button switch connected and keep the NEXT 

GROUP-button down and make a POWER BREAK by disconnecting the power 

connector. If you keep any other button down during the power reset the display 

will show the version code on the display. You must keep the button down about 10 

seconds and then the two LEDs will turn on.  

 With Apollo you wake up the unit with button-C by keeping it down over 10 

seconds. Then the LEDs 1, 2 will turn on and 3 will start to blink. 

 With Aurora you keep button-5 down. 
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Now you can test once more in the PSTOOLS that communication is working.  Then you will 

press FIRMWARE UPDATE-button. It will open another window where you must browse the 

Firmware file: 

 
 

You will select the correct file and click AVAA or OPEN in another language. Now the 

firmware upgrade will start automatically. You will see the progress on the PC display and in 

the unit the LEDs are blinking. You must wait as long as it is completed.   

 

Now make a reset and new version is ready to use. 

 

  

4. Parameter Modes 
 

User-specific settings mean the properties of the transmitter that can be programmed 

specifically for an individual user. These are the number of pages, the number of commands on 

the pages, the order of pages, the selection time, and other parameters that can be adjusted in 

the Parameter mode. Adjustments of parameters are carried out as follows with SR5W-keys: 

 

1) Wake up the device by pushing any key. The led of the selected page and graphical 

symbol lights up. 
 

2) Enter Parameter mode by pushing (UP + OK + DOWN), in which case the 

Parameter-led of the Admiral-2 switches on (top right LED is GREEN).  
 

3) Select the Parameter from P1 to P7 that you wish to adjust: 
 

4) Select the desired value using UP and DOWN keys. 
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5) Accept the value by pushing OK-key, cancel the value by pushing LEFT-key. After 

the selection the device makes a beep, and goes to the standby mode.  
 

4.1. Adjustment of the sound volume, P1 
 

The value 0 is SILENT-mode. Admiral-2 has also special function related to speech outputs. It 

is linked to this symbol . This function can be incorporated to the desired group by 

programming it among the other functions: By selecting and accepting this function Admiral‟s 

speech can be switched off or changing the volume level. This function requires, however, a 

longer push of the ACCEPTANCE-switch than other so called normal functions in order to be 

transmitted depending the level wanted. If speech is switched off, Admiral-2 gives a short tone 

instead of speech outputs. The factory setting is 3. 

 

4.2. Adjusting the buzzer volume, P2 
 

The Beeper sound level can be adjusted. The values are relative and must be adjusted 

separately. Factory setting is 3. 

 

4.3. Setting the selection time, P3 
 

The selection time set for the Admiral-2 transmitter defines the interval between selecting a 

page, and switching off the led (if no buttons are pushed). In other words, selection time is the 

interval from pushing a button till the standby mode. Adjusting the selection time is necessary 

to prevent the device from being too fast for slow users, and on the other hand too slow for fast 

users. Thus the possibility of adjusting the selection time improves the ease of using the 

device. The selection time can be set within the interval of 3 to 40 seconds. The factory set 

selection time is 2 for 7 seconds. 

 

4.4. Adjusting the response time, P4 
 

In practice button response time means the time it is necessary to push a button in order to 

activate the command of the button. The response time allows adjusting the sensitivity of the 

device. This will help the user with different capabilities to control the unit well. The factory 

setting is 1 for 0,2 second. 

 

4.5. Adjusting the scanning time, P5 
 

In practice scanning time means the time how fast the unit in step mode moves to another 

symbol or command. The scanning time allows adjusting the stepping speed. This will help the 

user with different capabilities to control the unit well. The factory setting is 2 for 1 second. 

 

4.6. Adjusting the Page Delay time, P6 
 

This parameter gives a lot of possibilities for user to operate the unit. If the value is ZERO, it 

works like any commercial IR-controller. You have to select the page and then step the 
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commands one after a time. BUT if you have selected any other time value the user can select 

different page easier, without finding EX-symbol on the list. The user can also step reverse 

way. 

 

 

1 or 2 button control is elected and Page delay is not 0 (it is 1-5) 

 When Admiral is on Standby-state (Display is empty) Page stepping will start if you 

keep the Button down longer that Parameter P6. You do not need to get EX-command 

to change the pages! 

 P6 time limit is indicating by Page LED shut down. 

 When Admiral is active (Symbol on the Display) you can step backwards by pushing 

the stepping button down longer than Parameter P6. If the push is shorter it will step 

forward. 

 Stepping direction is indicated on top corner LEDs blinking.  Right Top one is 

FORWARD and Left Top one is REVERSE.  

 

 

4.7. Adjusting the ability switch mode, P7 
 

There are five different modes to select correct IR-commands. The basic function is already 

described in chapter 5. Those standard modes are 1,2 and 5. There are also special mode 3 for 

single button and mode 4 for dual button.  

 

These special modes 3 and 4 give the possibility to user to scan groups and symbols in both 

directions. The normal button activation starts the scanning forward in Group or Symbol list. 

That is indicated by short Green Flash on Right row top LED. But activating button push twice 

during Stepping time (P5) makes the unit to scan backwards. That is indicated by short Green 

Flash on Left row top LED. After the direction selection the unit will step to that specific 

direction as long as the unit goes to Sleep Mode. Then the user can select the direction again. 
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Tämä taulukko pitää piirtää uusiksi ja siirtää 

nykyinen P6 P7:ksi ja P6:n tilalle uusi parametri ja 

taulukko PAGE DELAY. Päivitä ko tauluko myös 

siihen vuokaavion oikeaan alareunaan. Liitteenä on 

ne vanhat vuokaaviot. 

 
P6 

Page delay 

0: no delay 

1: 2 s 

2: 3 s 

3: 5 s 

4: 8 s 

5: 10 s 

 

 

5. Installation and electric connections 

 
The complete housing will be mounted with four screws (not included on the delivery). All 

connections can be normally made without opening the unit. The relay connectors C and NO 
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are in the RJ45/10 connector, but if the need is for NC-connector it is only available in inside 

connector, 3 pin green connector next to the black relay.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

There are six connectors in the front of the unit. From left to right: 

C1 is a 3,5 mm-jack connector for audio output 

C2 is D9-connector for ability switch 

C3 is DIN13-connector for display module 

C4 is a 3,5 mm-jack connector for single or dual ability switch 

C5 is RJ45/10-connector for outputs  

C6 is RJ10-connector for power 
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C1  1 No connection 

2 Audio Output A  

3 Audio Output B 

 

C2 1 Up Key 

2 Down Key 

3 Left Key 

4 Right Key 

5 Not in use 

6 OK key  

7 Not in use 

8 GND 

9 Not in use 

 

C3 1 GND 

2 Display Bus CLK 

3 Display Bus DATA 

4 Display Bus STROBE 

5 Power +5 VDC 

6 Display Bus ENABLE 

7 IR Output 

8 IR Pin Diode Input 

9 Power +12 VDC 

10 IR Module Input 

11 Serial Bus RX 

12 Serial Bus TX 

13 GND 

 

C4 1 GND 

2 OK Key 

3 UP Key 

 

C5 1 Relay output NO 

2 GND 

3 + 12 VDC max 400 mA 

4 Output 1 

5 Output 2 

6 Output 3 

7 Output 4 

8 Output 5  

9 Output 6  

10 Relay output C 

 

C6 1 No Connection 

 2 + 12 VDC 

 3 GND 

 4 No Connection  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Graphic display and Page LEDs 
 
Admiral-2 has a symbol display as well as different signal lights. Characteristic for Admiral-2‟s   

operation is that the above mentioned displays are not switched on continuously. Admiral-2 is designed 

so that it ”falls asleep” always when it is not used or when about 7 seconds (the value is a parameter ) 

has passed since the last operation. When Admiral-2 falls asleep, it switches off all its signal lights. 

When whatever ability switch is pushed, Admiral-2 wakes up again and switches on its signal lights. 

 
6.1. Graphic display 
 

Admiral-2 has a bright, high-contrast dot matrix display that presents the different functions with 

graphic symbols. Symbols can be numbers, letters or simple graphic figures. Example of the fast-

forward symbol, 
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6.2. Page indication LEDs 

 
On both sides of the graphic display there are 10 LEDs for the function groups. One LED at a time is 

switched on indicating which one of the Pages is selected at that moment. 

 

6.3. Parameter/programming mode signal light 

 
On the top of the Page indication rows there are two dual colour LEDs that have special meanings.  

 

 In Parameter Mode the top right LED is turning on Green.  

 In Configuration Mode the top left LED is turning on Green. 
 

7. Ability switch alternatives 
 
Admiral-2 is operated with external ability switches. Admiral-2 has three different basic options for 

ability switches: 

1. Single ability switch 

2. Dual ability switch 

3. Multi-action ability switch 

These options have the same basic principle: 

1. select the desired function group 

2. accept the selection of the group 

3. select within the group the symbol that represents the desired function 

4. accept the selection. The acceptance transmits the current function, in other words, the 

remote control signal associated with it and possible other additional functions. 

 

7.1 Operation with a single ability switch 
 
Operation: 

1) Push the ability switch. 

• Admiral-2 starts to automatically scan through the function groups (every groups‟s signal light 

switches on in turn). All the groups are not neccessarily scanned, depending on how many of 

them is activated. The scanning speed depends on the settings. 

2) When the desired group is lit, push the switch again. 

• Admiral-2 activates the group and starts to automatically scan the function symbols on the 

display within the group. 

3) When the symbol representing the desired function is on the display, push the switch again. Now the 

current function is accepted and Admiral-2 transmits the remote control signal associated with it and 

possible other additional functions. 

 

Note. If you keep the switch pressed for long, Admiral-2 continues transmitting the remote control 

signal associated with the function until you release the switch. This feature can be utilized in such 

functions where the length of the signal transmission is of significance, such as when dimming the 

lights, adjusting the volume, adjusting the height of the bed, etc.  
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When using single or dual ability switches, the following symbol appears automatically on every 

function group: 

 
When you select this symbol, the current function is exited and the selection moves back to the group 

level. If the function you want to select next is located in the same group as the previous one, you do 

not have to perform the group selection again. 

 

7.2 Operation with a dual switch 
 
In dual switch option you can use either one dual switch or two separate single switches. The switches 

are called SCANNING- and ACCEPTANCE-switches. 

Operation: 

1) Push the SCANNING switch so many times that the signal light of the desired group lights up. Note 

that if you keep the switch pressed long, Admiral-2 continues to scan automatically forward and stops 

when you release the switch. Scanning speed depends on the settings. 

2) When the desired group is lit, push the ACCEPTANCE switch. Admiral-2 activates the group in 

question. 

3) Push again the SCANNING switch so many times that the symbol representing the desired function 

appears on the display. Note also here that if you keep the switch pressed long, Admiral-2 continues to 

scan automatically forward and stops when you release the switch. 

4) When the desired symbol is on the display, push the ACCEPTANCE-switch. Now the current 

function is accepted and Admiral-2 transmits the remote control signal associated with it and possible 

other additional functions. 

Note. If you keep the switch pressed for long, Admiral-2 continues transmitting the remote control 

signal associated with the function until you release the switch. This feature can be utilized in such 

functions where the length of the signal transmission is of significance, such as when dimming the 

lights, adjusting the volume, adjusting the height of the bed, etc. 

 

7.3. Operation with a multi-action ability switch 

 
When operating with multi-action ability switches, 3, 4 or 5 switches or a combination of switches can 

be used. Usual option is a joystick that has four switch functions (cardinal points) and one acceptance 

function (selection). The meaning of the switches is as follows: 

 

• scan groups forwards 

• scan groups backwards 

• scan function groups forwards 

• scan function groups backwards 

• accept function 

 

Operation: 

1) Select the desired group with GROUP SELECTION-switches. Note that you do not need to 

”accept” the selection with a separate push of a switch! 

2) Select the symbol representing the desired function with ACTION SELECTION-switches on 
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the display. 

3) When the desired symbol is on the display, push the ACCEPTANCE-switch. Now the 

current function is accepted and Admiral-2 transmits the remote control signal associated with it 

and possible other additional functions. 

 

Note. If you keep the switch pressed for long, Admiral-2 continues transmitting the remote control 

signal associated with the function until you release the switch. This feature can be utilized in such 

functions where the length of the signal transmission is of significance, such as when dimming the 

lights, adjusting the volume, adjusting the height of the bed, etc. 

 

When operating with multi-action switches, there is no symbol representing group exit (Ex), because 

group selection has own switches.  

 

Note. It may be unnecessary to install all the five switches. Minimum is three, in other words either 

GROUP SELECTION-switch, either FUNCTION SELECTION-switch and ACCEPTANCE-switch. 

 

8 Special features 
 
8.1 Speech outputs 
 
By programming, every function can be associated with a graphic symbol and a remote control signal 

as well as a speech output. Speech outputs operate automatically in connection with the scanning. 

When signal light for a new group is lit up or when a new function symbol appears on the display, 

Admiral states the speech output associated with the current group or function simultaneously through 

the inbuilt loudspeaker. Speech output associated with the function is stated also when the function 

is transmitted. 

 

8.1.1 Switching speech outputs on/off 
 
Admiral-2 has a special function related to speech outputs. This function can be incorporated to the 

desired group by programming it among the other functions: 

 
By selecting and accepting this function Admiral‟s speech can be switched on and of in turns. This 

function requires, however, a longer push of the ACCEPTANCE switch than other so called normal 

functions in order to be transmitted (about 4 s). If speech is switched off, Admiral-2 gives a short tone 

instead of speech outputs. 

 

8.2 Operation of external output controls 
 
If external output controls are incorporated with the functions, these will be activated at the same time, 

when the function in question is transmitted. Output control stays active until ACCEPTANCE switch is 

released. 
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8.3 Adaptivity function 
 
If the so called adaptivity function is programmed to some function, it operates as follows: When 

Admiral-2 receives an adaptivity signal from another device; it reacts to it with one of the three 

alternative methods (see programming guide): 

 

1) It suggests immediately a certain function; i. e. brings the symbol representing the function in 

question on the display and waits for the user to accept it. Example: Adaptivity transmitter is 

installed in the phone. When the phone rings, Admiral-2 receives an adaptivity signal and 

brings on the display a symbol for the answer phone call function as a ”proposal”. User can now 

answer the phone call by accepting the proposal, i. e. by pushing the ACCEPTANCE-switch. 

 

2) It stores the event in the memory and next time the user switches on (”wakes up”) Admiral-2, 

the proposal appears as in option 1. Example: Adaptivity transmitter is installed in the bedroom. 

When the user enters the room and Admiral-2 receives an adaptivity signal, it stores the 

information in its memory. As soon as the user wakes up Admiral-2 by pushing a switch, a 

proposal appears on the display for switching on the lights. The user can now switch on or off 

the lights with a single push of a switch. 

 

3) It transmits the function associated with the adaptivity code immediately without the user 

needing to accept it. Example: Door opener is equipped with a receiver that has adaptivity 

function (e.g. PSAR-2). The user approaches the door and Admiral-2 receives the adaptivity 

code. It responds to it immediately by transmitting the opening function, i.e. by transmitting the 

door opening code. 
 

 

PSAR ADAPTIVITY CODE  PSAR ”OPEN THE DOOR”  DOOR OPENS 

COMMAND 

 

The user approaches the door and PSAR-receiver transmits an adaptivity code. Transmitter receives the 

adaptivity code and transmits automatically ”open the door” command (unique lock code). The door 

opens automatically without any actions needed from the user. 
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Appendix 1. Short description of IR-formats 
 

 

PikoLock Four byte Pikostems‟ lock code with 56 kHz carrier frequency. Designed especially for door opening 

code, but can be applied to almost any programmable IRapplication.  

 

PikoFormat Pikosystems‟ general format with 56 kHz carrier frequency. Can be applied to almost any 

programmable IR-application. 

 

DeltaFern Siemens‟ light receiver format. For controlling Siemens‟ light receivers. 

 

Handimat control format. For controlling Handimat and other programmable IR applications. Normally used in 

Elevator Control in Finland 

 

Remotel /PikoPhone  control format. Earlier PikoPhone control. 

 

IHC V1 Lexel‟s IHC home automation system‟s control format. 

 

IHC relay unit‟s control through IHC‟s own receivers. 

 

B&O Bang&Olofsen entertainment electronics‟ format. B&O entertainment electronics‟ control 

 

Gewa1 GewaLink format without stop byte. Gewa‟s receivers and other programmable receivers. 

 

Gewa2 GewaLink format with stop byte. Gewa‟s receivers and other programmable receivers. 

 

Window-Control Window‟s blinds control format. Controlling blinds. 

 

GewaLock Gewa‟s lock code. Door opening or other programmable IR-receivers. 

 

Ohm 100/110 Vac light controller‟s format. 100/110 Vac system‟s light control (Japan). 

 

IHC V2 Lexel‟s IHC home automation system‟s control format. 

 

IHC relay unit‟s control through PSAE receiver. 

 

PikoLock 38 Four byte Pikosystems lock code with carrier frequency of 38kHz. Designed especially for 

door opening code, but can be applied to almost any programmable IR application. 

 

PikoFormat 38 PikoFormat with 38kHz carrier frequency. Can be applied to almost any programmable IR 

application. 

 

PikoPlug Format for light controller plug connected to Pikosystems‟ socket PikoPlug‟s control. 

 

Ensto IR-format for Ensto‟s light controller installable on the wall. Ensto‟s light controller‟s control. 

 

Adaptive Pikosystems‟ adaptivity codes. Functionability of different transmitters‟ adaptivity can be 

tested with adaptivity codes. In other works, this format is mainly used as installation tool. 
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Appendix 2: Admiral firmware versions and changed features 

 

Firmware version S071026A.DAT 

 If there is not selected any Adaptivity codes (0-15) IR-receiving is blocked. Now the external 

strong IR-signals will not interrupt the Admiral. Some Plasma TV could make this problem! 

 Whole page (C2) progamming removed  

 Added IR-formats (07) B&O and (26)Siemens/EIB  

 Next list has available IR-formats. There are some older formats that are not any more 

supported.  

                01 : PikoLock ON 

                02 : PikoFormat ON                  

                03 : DeltaFern ON 

                04 : Handimat ON                  

                05 : Remotel ON 

                06 : IHC V1  NO 

                07 : B&O  ON 

                08 : Gewa 1 ON 

                09 : Gewa 2 ON 

                10 : RF   NO 

                11 : Window Ctrl ON 

                12 : OldPiko  ON 

                13 : Gewa Lock ON 

                14 : Ohm  NO 

                15 : IHC V2  NO 

                16 : PikoLock 38 ON                  

                17 : PikoFormat 38 ON 

                18 : PikoPlug ON 

                19 : PikoPhone ON 

                20 : Adaptive ON 

                21 : Ensto  ON  

                22 : PikoPhone 2 ON 

                23 : Handimat 56 ON 

                24 : PikoPhone 3  ON 

                25 : Reader  ON 

                26 : Siemens/EIB ON 

                32 : Standby   NO 

                33 : Step   NO 

                34 : Output  ON 
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Firmware version S090508A.DAT 

 IR format 34 (OUTPUT) upgrade to support Nokia GSM CAR kit commands for direct dial. 

o parameter  1 (channel) value can be now 1..19 (earlier  1..8) 

o values 9..19 are coded as following to support several output activated at the same time 

                  value Outputs active 

                  9       (not in use) 

                  10      (not in use) 

                  11     1  -    -  - 

                  12     -   2   -  - 

                  13     1  2   -  - 

                  14     -   -  3  -  

                  15     1  -   3  - 

                  16     -   2  3  - 

                  17     1  2  3  - 

                  18     -   -  -  4 

                  19     1  -  -  4 

o Outputs 5 and 6 will be used for answering and disconnecting the calls. 

 Added support to those Toggling IR commands, like Philips. Those will change the IR code in 

every second push. Normally the recorder IR command will only work once.  You will select 

the function with carrier frequency in C3 programming menu: 

                  32 -> 32 kHz, normal 

                  38 -> 38 kHz, normal  

                  56 -> 56 kHz, normal 

                  33 -> 32 kHz, toggle 

                  39 -> 38 kHz, toggle 

                  57 -> 56 kHz, toggle 

o Selection is for the whole PAGE/GROUP and the STATUS is based on last recorded 

and saved IR command.  

o In TOGGLE-state the unit will send the two recorded commands one after another. In 

this way you can control f.ex the TV in correct way. 

o When you make recording please be careful and record always to same symbol or button 

twice the IR code. In this way you have both IR-codes ready for toggling function. 

o In recorded command there must be those two different recorded commands in the two 

first memory places. The third IR command one can be empty or any other one. 

o If you have only one command on the page it will work normally 

 New P6 (Page delay) parameter: 

0: no page delay 

1: 2 s 

2: 3 s 

3: 5 s 

4: 8 s 

5: 10 s 

 If you have 1 or 2 button control selected and Page delay is not 0 (it is 1-5) 

o When Admiral is on Standby-state (Display is empty) Page stepping will start if you 

keep the Button down longer that Parameter P6. You do not need to get EX-command 

to change the pages! 
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o P6 time limit is indicating by Page LED shut down. 

o When Admiral is active (Symbol on the Display) you can step backwards by pushing 

the stepping button down longer than Parameter P6. If the push is shorter it will step 

forward. 

o Stepping direction is indicated on top corner LEDs blinking.  Right Top one is 

FORWARD and Left Top one is REVERSE.  

 Change parameter P7 (Buttons) selection 

* 1, 2 or 5 buttons  

 In this version IR-format (07) B&O and (26) Siemens/EIB are removed 

 

7. CE approval 
 
Admiral-2 is designed as an aid for handicapped and disabled people. It complies with the requirements 

of EMC and electric safety. 93/42/EEC. 

 

 
 
Copyright Comp Aid Oy 
Maintenance, service and reparation of the transmitter can only be done by Comp Aid or their official partner. 
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